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Moon-Face
John Claverhouse was a moon-faced man.
You know the kind, cheek-bones wide
apart, chin and forehead melting into the
cheeks to complete the perfect round, and
the nose, broad and pudgy, equidistant
from the circumference, flattened against
the very centre of the face like a dough-ball
upon the ceiling. Perhaps that is why I
hated him, for truly he had become an
offense to my eyes, and I believed the earth
to be cumbered with his presence. Perhaps
my mother may have been superstitious of
the moon and looked upon it over the
wrong shoulder at the wrong time.
Be that as it may, I hated John
Claverhouse. Not that he had done me what
society would consider a wrong or an ill
turn. Far from it. The evil was of a deeper,
subtler sort; so elusive, so intangible, as to
defy clear, definite analysis in words. We
all experience such things at some period
in our lives. For the first time we see a
certain individual, one who the very instant
before we did not dream existed; and yet,
at the first moment of meeting, we say: I do
not like that man. Why do we not like him?
Ah, we do not know why; we know only
that we do not. We have taken a dislike,
that is all. And so I with John Claverhouse.
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Images for Moon-Face Apr 13, 2012 Most notably, prednisone can trigger something called moon face. The
description is painfully and comically accurate: you could stick an How do Steroids cause moon face (puffy)? - A girl
with fat face. The face swells to give a moon like appearence. Moon face - Wikipedia Moon facies, or moon face, is a
medical sign in which the face develops a rounded appearance due to fat deposits on the sides of the face. It is often
associated with Cushings syndrome or steroid treatment (especially corticosteroids), which has led to it being known as
Cushingoid facies (Cushings-like face). MOONFACE First Avenue A girl with fat face. The face swells to give a
moon like appearence. Moon face definition of moon face by Medical dictionary The oil on your face is your friend.
What? you say? Yes, indeed. All those products that talk about eliminating oil/oil-free/putting the smack down on oil are
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doing Moon Facies: Causes and Treatment - WebMD Moon-Face is a short story by Jack London, first published in
1906. It explores the subject of extreme antipathy. Plot summary[edit]. The story follows the Moonface - Wikipedia 1.
the anterior, or ventral, aspect of the head from the forehead to the chin, inclusive. 2. any presenting aspect or surface.
adj., adj fa?cial. face lift popular name what can i do to help the face swelling while i am on prednisone I was on
steroids for a few months and I have a terrible moon face and I can not stand it!! How long does it take to go away and
can I speed up Moonface Moonface - Albums, Songs, and News Pitchfork Moonface. 12125 likes 13 talking about
this. New album, MY BEST HUMAN FACE, out June 3 on Jagjaguwar. Spencer Krug - Wikipedia Medical definition
of moon face: the full rounded facies characteristic especially of Cushings syndrome and typically associated with
deposition of fat. moon-face - Wiktionary Moon Face Medical Definition Merriam-Webster Medical Dictionary
Noun[edit]. moon-face (plural moon-faces). (medicine) a swollen and rounded face, often indicative of a disease
(Cushings syndrome) or of a steroid side-effect. Article A Condition Called Moon Face Thats Caused By - Verywell
Jul 21, 2015 Also called moon face, this is usually not serious. But it may make you feel self-conscious. Moon facies
occurs when extra fat builds up on the sides of the face. It is often related to obesity but can be from Cushings syndrome.
Thats why people sometimes refer to it as a Cushingoid appearance. Moonface - City Wrecker (Official Video) YouTube Ive been on Prednisone 5 times, this time I have the moon face, swelling in hands and feet. It will go down
but dont know how long it will take Moonface Lyrics, Songs, and Albums Genius Moonface - Jagjaguwar Aug 5,
2014 - 5 min - Uploaded by MoonfaceVEVOMoonface forthcoming City Wrecker EP out September 16, 2014 (12 EP /
Digital) on Urban Dictionary: Moon Face Moonface City Wrecker, released 16 September 2014 1. The Fog 2. City
Wrecker 3. Running In Place With Everyone 4. Helsinki Winter 2013 5. Daughter of a Lunare Nikoleav, better known
as Moonface (?? Moonface) is a humanoid Homunculus and was a high Face Oil Fat and the Moon Jun 11, 2017 For
crying out loud swelling of the face is a side effect of taking prdnisone. Its caled moon face and youll also possible get
apple belly. It is just Moonface Biography, Albums, Streaming Links AllMusic Moon face help Polymyalgia
Rheumatica and GCA Patient Moonface may refer to: The iconographic tradition of depicting the Moon with a face,
see Moon in culture Moon face, a medical sign where the face swells up Inspired by Ashley Judd, My Own Puffy
Face Saga - The Daily Beast Apr 29, 2017 Prednisone has a host of side effects. Is swelling of the face (moon face) a
prednisone side effect? Urban Dictionary: moonface Spencer Krug Announces New Moonface Album My Best
Human Face With Spencer Krug Announces Moonface City Wrecker EP, Shares Video for Title Track. Moon face
Define Moon face at does anyone know how to get rid of moon face from predisone Moonface is the solo project
of musician Spencer Krug. none Spencer Krug (born May 4, 1977) is a Canadian musician. He is the singer, songwriter
and keyboardist for the indie rock band Moonface. He has also performed
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